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Abstract
The three classical process algebra CCS, CSP and ACP present several diﬀerences in their respective tech-
nical machinery. This is due, not only to the diﬀerence in their operators, but also to the terminology and
”way of thinking” of the community which has been (and still is) working with them. In this paper we
will ﬁrst discuss such diﬀerences and try to clarify the diﬀerent usage of terminology and concepts. Then,
as a result of this discussion, we deﬁne a generic process algebra where each basic mechanism of the three
process algebras is expressed by an operator and which can be used as an underlying common language. We
show an example of the advantages of adopting such a language instead of one of the three more specialized
algebras: producing a complete axiomatization of ﬁnite-state behaviours.
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1 Introduction
The huge amount of research work on process algebra carried out in the last 25
years started from the introduction of the theory of the process algebras CCS [13],
CSP [11] and ACP [7]. In spite of conceptual similarities those process algebras
where developed starting from quite diﬀerent viewpoints and give rise to diﬀerent
approaches: CCS is heavily based on having an observational bisimulation-based
theory for communication over processes starting from an operational viewpoint;
CSP is born as a theoretical version of a practical language for concurrency and
is still based on operational semantics which, however, is interpreted w.r.t. a sim-
pler theory based more on traces than on bisimulation; ﬁnally ACP starts from a
completely diﬀerent viewpoint where concurrent systems are seen, according to a
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purely mathematical algebraic view, as the solutions of systems of equations (ax-
ioms) over the signature of the algebra considered, and operational semantics and
bisimulation (in this case a diﬀerent notion of branching bisimulation is considered)
are seen as just one of the possible models over which the algebra can be deﬁned and
the axioms can be applied. Such diﬀerences reﬂect the diﬀerent ”way of thinking”
of the diﬀerent communities which started working (and often keep working) with
them. This paper aims at pointing out such diﬀerences, which often reﬂect in the
usage of diﬀerent terminology within the diﬀerent communities, and at creating a
means for a uniﬁed view of process algebras. The impact of such diﬀerences can
be easily underestimated at a ﬁrst glance. However when it comes to dealing with
related machinery concerning recursion and treatment of process variables in the
three diﬀerent contexts the need for clariﬁcation and comparison comes out. Our
study concretizes in the development of a common theory of process algebra. In
particular we make use of a process algebra called TCP+REC, which is deﬁned in
such a way that each basic mechanism involved in the operators of the three process
algebras is directly expressed by a diﬀerent operator. The idea is that TCP+REC:
(i) is an underlying common language which can be used to express processes of any
of the three process algebras; (ii) can be used as a means for formal comparison
of the three respective approaches; and (iii) can be used to produce new results
in the context of process algebra theory due to its generality (e.g. to produce an
axiomatization which is complete over ﬁnite-state processes).
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Sect. 2 we focus on
presentation of diﬀerences concerning recursion and treatment of process variables
in CCS, CSP and ACP. In Sect. 3 we present TCP+REC. In Sect. 4 we present the
result of axiomatization over ﬁnite-state processes which is based on TCP+REC.
2 Process variables and recursion
The diﬀerent viewpoint assumed in the ACP process algebra with respect to, e.g.,
the CCS process algebra gives rise to a diﬀerent technical treatment of process
variables in axiomatizations.
In CCS axioms are considered as equations between terms which can be ex-
pressed by using meta-variables P (as, e.g., in P + P = P ) standing for any term.
The meaning is that the model generated by the term in the left of “=” is equivalent
to the term to the right of “=” according to the considered notion of equivalence
(e.g. observational congruence for CCS). Terms to the left and to the right of =
may include free variables X (they may be so called open terms). The meaning in
this case is the following: for any substitution of free variables the term on the left
is equivalent to the term on the right. Often a diﬀerent meta-variable E is used
to range over open terms, while P just ranges over closed terms: i.e. terms where
free variables X do not occur (or if they occur they are bound by, e.g. a recursion
operator like recX.E). Note that in this context the word “process” (recalling the
meta-variable P ) is used as synonymous for “closed term”.
In ACP axioms are instead considered as equations over process variables “x”
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(representing any process in the model that is assumed for the algebra) combined
by means of operators in the signature of the algebra (as, e.g., in x + x = x). Note
that here, diﬀerently from the case of CCS, the word process is used to denote
any element in the model which is considered (e.g. transition systems modulo
branching bisimulation). Such process variables act similarly to meta-variables P of
CCS only if the so-called term model is assumed: the model in which each element
is generated/represented by terms made up of operators of the signature of the
considered process algebra. In ACP free variables X of CCS are not considered
(term models never include free variables): this is mainly due to the fact that in
ACP a binding operator (like “recX.P” in CCS) is not considered. Note however
that this does not prevent the possibility of “reasoning” with open terms: this
is done in ACP axiomatizations by replacing axioms in the body of other axioms.
Related to this diﬀerence between ACP and CCS, is the usage of the word “calculus”
to denote a process algebra. Diﬀerently from CCS, in the ACP context the word
calculus is only used if binding operators are introduced, in order to emphasize that
we leave the purely algebraic domain in the presence of such operators. Finally we
would like to observe that the notion of “complete axiomatization” in the context
of CCS corresponds to what in ACP is said to be “ground complete”: i.e. the
axiomatization is complete with respect to identities between closed terms (so, for
the term model).
Once these basic diﬀerences are explained, in the following we will focus on the
diﬀerent ways of expressing recursion in the three process algebras. Let V be a set
of variables ranging over processes, ranged over by X,Y . According to a terminol-
ogy which is usual in the ACP setting, a recursive speciﬁcation E = E(V ) is a set
of equations E = {X = tX | X ∈ V } where each tX is a term over the signature
in question and variables from V . A solution of a recursive speciﬁcation E(V ) is a
set of elements {yX |X ∈ V } of some model of the theory such that the equations
of E(V ) correspond to equivalent elements, if for all X ∈ V , yX is substituted for
X. Mostly, we are interested in one particular variable X ∈ V , called the initial
variable. The guardedness criterion for such recursive speciﬁcations ensures unique
solutions in preferred models of the theory, and unguarded speciﬁcations will have
several solutions. For example the unguarded speciﬁcation {X = X} will have
every element as a solution and, e.g. if transition systems modulo observational
congruence are considered, the unguarded speciﬁcation {X = τ.X} will have multi-
ple solutions, as any transition system with a τ -step as only initial step will satisfy
this equation.
As far as guarded recursive speciﬁcations are concerned, while in CCS the unique
solution can be represented by using the recursion operator “recX.P”, in ACP,
where there is no explicit recursion operator, this is not possible. As a consequence
while in CCS the property of uniqueness of the solution is expressed by the two
standard axioms
(Unfold) recX.t = t{recX.t/X}
(Fold) t′ = t{t′/X} ⇒ t′ = recX.t if X is guarded in t
which actually make it possible to derive the solution, in ACP this property is
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expressed by using so-called “principles”. The Recursive Deﬁnition Principle, which
corresponds to the Unfold axiom, states that each recursive speciﬁcation has a
solution (no matter if it is guarded). The Recursive Speciﬁcation Principle, which
corresponds to the Fold axiom, states that each guarded recursive speciﬁcation has
at most one solution.
As far as unguarded recursive speciﬁcations are concerned, the process algebras
ACP, CCS and CSP handle them in diﬀerent ways. In ACP, variables occurring in
unguarded recursive speciﬁcations are treated as (constrained) variables, and not
as processes. In CCS, where recursive speciﬁcations are made via so-called “con-
stants”, ranged over by A,B, .., or equivalently by the recX.t operator, where t is
a term containing variable X, from the set of solutions the solution will be chosen
that has the least transitions in the generated transition system. Thus, the solution
chosen for the equation {X = X} has no transitions (it is the deadlocked process
δ in the ACP terminology), and the solution chosen for {X = τ.X} has only a
τ -transition to itself, a process that is bisimilar to τ.δ in observational congruence.
In CCS such a behaviour is expressed by the three axioms for unguarded recursion
(FUng) recX.(X + t) = recX.t
(WUng1) recX.(τ.X + t) = recX.τ.t
(WUng2) recX.(τ.(X + t) + s) = recX.(τ.X + t + s)
that make it possible to turn each unguarded recursive speciﬁcation into a guarded
one (actually WUng1 and WUng2 can be expressed by a single axiom as we show
in [5]). It is worth noting that, if unguardedness is caused just by τ actions (weak
unguardedness), as in {X = τ.X}, and not by variable being directly executable
in right-hand side of equations (full unguardedness), as in {X = X}, in ACP it is
possible to obtain the same eﬀect as with recX.t in CCS by means of the hiding
operator: e.g. the CCS semantics of {X = τ.X} can be obtained in ACP by writing
τ{a}(X) where X = a.X (in ACP “τI(t)” is the hiding operator). This technique
makes it possible to “reason” about weakly guarded recursion also in ACP, but in
an undirect way, via the hiding operator. More precisely, in ACP it is possible to
express an analogy of axioms WUng1 and WUng2 by adding a much more complex
set of conditional equations called CFAR (Cluster Fair Abstraction Rule) introduced
in [15]. CFAR is a generalisation of the KFAR (Koomen’s Fair Abstraction Rule)
introduced in [6]. Note however that CFAR and KFAR, diﬀerently from the axioms
above, also work for branching bisimulation instead of Milner’s observational con-
gruence. Finally, in CSP the way of dealing with unguarded recursive speciﬁcation
is such that a solution will be chosen like in CCS, but a diﬀerent one: the least
deterministic one. Thus, both CCS and CSP use a least ﬁxed point construction,
but with respect to a diﬀerent ordering relation. In CSP, the solution chosen for
the equation {X = X} is the chaos process ⊥, a process that satisﬁes x + ⊥ = ⊥
for all processes x (for an extension of ACP with such a process see [3]).
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3 The generic process algebra TCP+REC
The algebra TCP+REC is an extension of the algebra TCP [1,2] which in turn
extends ACP by including successful termination  and preﬁxing a` la CCS. The
algebra TCP is parameterized on a set of actions A (which does not include the
special internal action τ) and is endowed with sequencing “t′ · t′′”, hiding “τI(t)”,
restriction “∂H(t)”, relabeling “ρf (t)”, and parallel composition “t
′ ‖ t′′” a` la ACP
(where a communication function γ is assumed to compute the type of communicat-
ing actions). Moreover it includes the left-merge “t′‖ t′′” and synchronization merge
“t′ | t′′” operators which are used for axiomatizing parallel composition. TCP+REC
considers in addition to TCP a recursion operator 〈X|E〉 (where E = E(V ) is a re-
cursive speciﬁcation and X a variable in V which acts as the initial variable) which,
similarly as in CCS, computes minimal ﬁxpoint solutions of (non guarded) systems
of equations and which extends the similar operator introduced in [9] with the possi-
bility of nesting recursion operators inside recursion operators. 〈X|E〉 encompasses
both the CCS recX.t operator (which is obtained by taking E = {X = t}) and
the standard way to express recursion in ACP (where usually only guarded recur-
sion is considered via systems of equations E). Moreover, in the context of CCS,
the operator 〈X|E〉 can be used to directly express the solution of the (Standard)
Equation Sets considered by Milner in [12,14] (i.e. systems of equations E that
contain free variables) and used to prove completeness of axiomatizations for strong
bisimulation and observational congruence over terms with guarded recursion.
This process algebra is generic, in the sense that all features of commonly used
process algebras can be embedded in it. In the following, we made use of [10,4] (the
translation of CSP external choice is due to Pedro D’Argenio, a similar translation
has also been developed by Rob van Glabbeek).
We consider a subtheory corresponding to CCS, see [13]. This is done by omit-
ting the signature elements , ·, ‖ , | . Next, we specialize the parameter set A by
separating it into three parts: a set of names A, a set of co-names A¯ and a set
of communications Ac such that for each a ∈ A there is exactly one a¯ ∈ A¯ and
exactly one ac ∈ Ac. The communication function γ is specialized to having as
the only deﬁned communications γ(a, a¯) = γ(a¯, a) = ac, and then the CCS parallel
composition operator | CCS can be deﬁned by the formula
x | CCS y = τAc(x ‖ y).
We consider a subtheory corresponding to ACPτ , see [8]. This is done by deﬁn-
ing, for each a ∈ A, a new constant a by a = a., and then omitting the signature
elements , ., ρf .
We consider a subtheory corresponding to CSP, see [11]. The non-deterministic
choice operator  can be deﬁned by
x  y = τ.x + τ.y.
As far as the CSP parallel composition operator ‖S is concerned, we specialize the
parameter set A into two parts: a set of names A and a set of communications Ac
such that for each a ∈ A there is exactly one ac ∈ Ac. The communication function
γ is specialized to having as the only deﬁned communications γ(a, a) = ac, and
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further, we use the renaming function f that has f(ac) = a. Then, x ‖S y, where
x and y are processes using names over A only and S ⊆ A, can be deﬁned by the
formula
x ‖S y = ρf (∂S∪(Ac−Sc)(x ‖ y))
where we use “Sc” to denote the set of names {ac | a ∈ S} and “−” to express
diﬀerence of sets. As far as the CSP external choice operator  is concerned, we
further specialize the set of names A into three parts: a set of names B, and two
sets of names B1 and B2, such that for each a ∈ B there is exactly one name a1 ∈ B1
and one name a2 ∈ B2. The communication function γ is not changed (no further
communication is added). Finally, we use the renaming functions f ′ and f ′′ that
have f ′(a1) = a and f
′′(a2) = a. Then, x y, where x and y are processes using
names over B only, can be deﬁned by the formula
x y = ρf ′∪f ′′( (ρf ′−1(x) ‖ ρf ′′−1(y)) ‖B1∪B2 (B1
∗ + B2
∗) )





4 Example: Axiomatizing Finite-State Processes
As we show in [5], by using a restricted version of TCP+REC it is possible to solve
the open problem of developing a ground-complete axiomatization for a process al-
gebra with static operators (like, e.g., CCS parallel and restriction) over ﬁnite-state
processes modulo observational congruence, thus extending Milner’s result which
holds for CCS without static operators. Note that if we consider the signature of
full CCS, we have that Milner’s axioms are no longer suﬃcient to get rid of un-
guarded recursion. In other words, even if two CCS terms are both ﬁnite-state it
may be that they are not equated by an axiomatization including the standard CCS
axioms (the axioms for CCS without the recX.t recursion operator) plus the axioms
for unguarded and guarded recursion. An example is the following:
( (recX.a.X) | (recX.a.X) ) \a
where “|” and “\” denote CCS parallel composition and restriction, respectively.
The model of such a term has just one state with a τ self-loop, but cannot be
equated by Milner’s axiomatization to the equivalent term recX.τ.X or to τ.0 be-
cause unguardedness cannot be removed in order to apply the folding axiom and
get rid of static operators.
In particular we consider TCP+RECf where in the 〈X|E〉 operators, with E =
E(V ), we require variables in V (which are bound by the operator) to be “serial” in
E: i.e. we disallow such variables to occur inside E in the scope of static operators
like hiding, restriction, relabeling and parallel composition operators or in the left-
hand side of a sequencing operator. The axiomatization is obtained by considering
the crucial axiom
τI(〈X|X = t〉) = 〈X|X = τI(t)〉 if X is serial in t
which allows the hiding operator (the only static operator which may generate
unguarded recursion) to be exchanged with the recursion operator.
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